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Wholesale Private Label Hand Warmer Activated Carbon Warm Pads

  

Size: 9cm x 7cm Average Temperature?52? (125.6?) Maximum temperature?65? (149?) Heat Time: 6-8h Shelf life: 3 years Start Time: 5s 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price  

Contact Supplier 

ManufacturerQingdao HuoNuo Maxwarm Commodity Co., Ltd 
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Description 

Name: Protable disposable self-heating hand warmer pads

Feature: No water and no electricity? protable to warm your hands

Ingredients: iron powder, water, activated carbon, vermiculite, water-absorbent resin and salt.

The hand warmer can be used together with the warmer egg, only need to replace the disposable hand warmer, the warmer egg can be reused.
Easy to use and affordable.

Scope of application: for hand warming in autumn and winter. It is mainly used for hand warming in cold seasons or cold areas, rain and snow,
wet weather, outdoor and field work activities; it is also very suitable for the daily hand warming of the elderly, students and children who are
afraid of cold.

Welcome to wholesale hand warmers from the best hand warmer manufacturer.
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Tips:

1. It is dedicated for hand heating and cannot be used to keep warm on other parts.
2. Do not use it with other heaters at the same time.
3. When not in use, do not open the packaging bag to avoid failure.
4. Do not place it in a place where children can reach it to prevent accidental ingestion.
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